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MICROCCl1PUI'ER TO HANDLE CHINESE INFDRMATION PROCESS:m;
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The MPF-II-C takes advantage of a new method of coding Chinese
characters to decrease the amotmt of memory space used to store the complex
Before this "Dragon" method of character coding was developed by

Multitech, one average Chinese character would use 32 bytes of memory space.
The MPF-II-C uses only 64K bytes of memory to store 22,000 characters.
''This is an industry first," said Ed Chang, President of Multitech
"Before the Micro-Professor II -C, Chinese
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information processing was only available on large mainframe computers.
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MPF-II-C , at the(

Mini/Micro '82 show h e r e . "

changed that.' I
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first microcomputer to offer Chinese character generation and information

character coding process was too complex for microcomputers.
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ANAHEIM, Calif. -- Multitech Electronics, Inc. today annotmced the

Electronics, in Sunnyvale, Calif.
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MULTITECH El..EC1RONICS INIRODUCES FIRST

processing capabilities -- the Micro-Professor II Chinese
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II-C is comprised of a Chinese Character Controller

(CCC) and the Micro-Professor II, a 6502-based, Apple-compatible microcomputer
also manufactured by Multitech.

Two special systems--the Dragon Chinese

Alphabet Coding System and the tTagon Chinese Character Generating System are
incorporated into the CCC.

The MPF-II-C can process either Roman or Chinese

characters, and it also can program in Chinese Basic computer language.
By using the 24 keys on the MPF-II keyboard, the user can access the 24

Chinese Ifalphabets".
to be input.

Each character requires between one to five keystrokes

With one month I straining, an operator can input 30 to 50

characters per minute, according to Chang.
Multitech also markets the Micro-Professor I, a compact ZSO-based
microcomputer for educational, personal and industrial applications and other
products including a thermal printer, sound generation board, EPRCM
progranming board and an Apple-compatible speech synthesis board.
MPF-II-C is priced at $599. Volume discounts are available.

The

Multitech

Electronics is currently looking for dealers and distributors to enlarge the
sales network for its product line.

-FPR-

Mulititech is located booths 2009 and 2011 at Mini/Micro '82.
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Micro-Professor II
MULTITECH INrRODUCES VERSATILE, :r.av-COST CCMPUI'ER
FOR PEESONAL, IDJCATIONAL AND INDUS1RIAL

~.ARKETS

ANAHEIM, Calif. -- Multitech Electronics, Inc., today introduced a
low-cost personal computer that is versatile enough to serve varied uses
ranging from serious business and industrial computing applications to TV
games.

This announcement was made at the Mini/Micro '82 show here.

The compact computer, called the Micro-Professor II, (MPF-II) is well

suited for learning computer operations and programming with standard computer
languages .

It comes with standard 12K BASIC, but optional software cartridges

provide other languages including ASSEMBLY, pp...scAL and FORnI.
The variety of languages and 64K bytes of memory make the MPF-II ideal

for use by other manufacturers in dedicated industrial systems that usually
call for special-purpose microcomputers.
The MPF-II offers color graphics and printing capabilities, and comes

with a 49-key a l pham.nneric keyboard, including nine function keys.
tape is used for back-up storage.
-more
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The central processing unit is the 6502 microprocessor, which is the same
CPU used in the popular Apple 11* computer.

MPF-II has 64K bytes of read-only

memory (RCl1), including 12K bytes of BASIC interpreter, compatible with the
Apple II.

It also includes 16K bytes of random-access memory (RAM), with 7K

bytes available for user programming (8K bytes are used for display memory and
lK byte is reserved for system use).

The powerful video display capabilities include text, low-resolution
graphics or high-resolution graphics in 6 colors.

The screen format is 960

characters (24 lines, 40 cohnnns), using a 5 x 7 dot matrix.
be displayed in normal or inverse mode.

Characters can

Graphics capability is 1,920 dots

(low resolution) in a 40 x 48 array, or 53,760 dots (high resolution) in a 280

x 192 array.
The MPF-II will connect to any printer with the Centronics interface.

A

printer can be used to list programs, print out memory contents, or make a
hard copy of the video display.

A 4O-coltmlll. thermal printer with graphics

capability is available from Multitech as an option.

An RF modulator is a

standard feature.

An on-board 8-ohm, 2-l/4-inch speaker is provided, and the MPF-II comes
with a switching power supply to connect to standard 110-volt AC outlets which
fulfills all the power requirements of any options.

Software cartridges (like

those used with many 1V games) are available for educational purposes or for
playing games designed to challenge the user's intelligence and reasoning.
Optional joysticks or a remote control box can be attached for game control.
*Apple II is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
-more
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Multitech Electronics also markets the Micro-Professor IIC, a Chinese
character version of the MPF-II, and the Micro-Professor I, a compact
lBO-based microcomputer system for educational, personal and industrial
applications. Other products include an EPROM programming board and speech
board for the MPF-II, a thermal printer, a sound generator and an
Apple-compatible speech synthesis board. The MPF-II is priced at $399. Volume
discounts are available.
Multitech Electronics is currently looking for dealers and distributors
to enlarge the sales network for its product line.
-PPR

Mu1titech is located in booths 2009 and 2011 at Mini/Micro '82.
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MULTI TECH ELECTRONICS' MICRO-PROFESSOR IIC, THE FIRST MICROCOMPUTER
TO GENERATE CHINESE CHARACTERS.
-PPR
MTE-09-11

MULTITECH ELECTRONICS' MICRO-PROFESSOR II, A COMPACT, 6502-BASED, APPLE-COMPATIBLE
MICROCOMPUTER THAT IS VERSATILE ENOUGH FOR BUSINESS, EDUCATIONAL AND ENTERTAINMENT
APPLICATIONS.
-PPR
MTE-09-08

